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A pore network model (PNM) is exploited to simulate the liquid water formation by vapour condensation
in the gas diffusion layer (GDL) on the cathode side considering the spatial temperature variations within
the GDL. The computed distributions are markedly different from the ones computed in previous works
assuming capillarity controlled invasion in liquid phase from the catalyst layer and found to be in quite
good agreement with several experimental observations. The proposed model opens up new perspectives
for understanding the water transfer in protons exchange membrane fuel cells and the associated water
management and aging issues.
1. Introduction

In spite of many studies, the exact mechanisms of water trans-
fer in the various layers forming a proton exchange membrane fuel
cell (PEMFC) are not fully understood. This also holds for the gas
diffusion layers (GDL).

As discussed in [1], different mechanisms can be invoked as
regards the transfer across the GDL of the water generated by the
electrochemical reaction in the catalyst layer (CL): transfer in
vapour phase, transfer in liquid phase with negligible liquid–
vapour phase change phenomena, transfer with evaporation –
condensation mechanisms. This is so because we actually do not
know whether the water formed in the CL enters the GDL in liquid
phase, in vapour phase or as a mix of both phases. This fundamen-
tal question is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1. Although detailed
in-situ visualizations of liquid phase distributions in a GDL are
possible using for example mini PEMFC dedicated for X-ray
tomography, e.g. [2], it is difficult to infer from the visualizations
the exact mechanisms at play. We can therefore distinguish two
assumptions. Assumption #1 consists in assuming that water
enters the GDL in liquid phase. Assumption #2 consists in assum-
ing that water enters the GDL in vapour phase. Since it is difficult to
decide from the available experimental data which assumption is
the most relevant, additional useful insights can be sought from
modelling and numerical simulations.

As for other problems involving multiphase flows in porous
media, many techniques have been used in relation with PEM fuel
cells. The most frequent one is based on the classical continuum
approach to porous media and involves the generalized Darcy’s
law and the concepts of capillary pressure curves and relative per-
meabilities. Although widely used, notably in CFD commercial
codes, the relevance of this classical approach has been questioned,
e.g. [3], because this type is modelling is not well adapted to
simulate the capillary forces dominated regime prevailing in
GDL. There is also a problematical lack of length scale separation
since the thickness of a GDL is typically less than 10 pore sizes.
Owing to these limitations, alternative approaches have been
developed. These notably include the direct simulations, such the
ones based on Lattice Boltzmann Methods, e.g. [4], Monte Carlo
simulations [5] and the simulations based on pore network models
(PNM). The computational times of the latter over domains of
comparable sizes, i.e. containing the same number of pores, are
typically orders of magnitude smaller than for the two other
methods. For this reason as well as the general simplicity of this
approach, the present study is based on a PNM approach.

PNMs have become a somewhat popular tool to study transfer
phenomena in GDL, e.g. [6–23]. It must be noted that these studies
are all more or less explicitly based on assumption #1, i.e. all the
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Nomenclature

a lattice spacing, m
c gas phase mole concentration, mol/m3

d throat width, m
D vapour diffusion coeff., m2/s
D⁄ vapour diffusion effective coefficient, m2/s
F Faraday constant, C
g throat diffusive conductance, mol/s
Hch channel height, m
hlv reaction enthalpy, J/mol
i current density, A/cm2

L GDL lateral size, m
Lc channel width, m
Lr rib width, m
n unit normal vector
pv vapour partial pressure, Pa
pvs saturation vapour pressure, Pa
Pref gas phase total pressure, Pa
Q water injection flux, mol/m2/s
R gas constant, J/kg/K
RH local relative humidity, %
RHch channel relative humidity, %
T temperature, K
Tbp bipolar plate temperature, K

U electrical tension, V
Vp pore volume, m3

xv vapour mole fraction

Greek symbols
b partition coefficient
d GDL thickness, m
e porosity
U heat flux, W/m2

k thermal conductivity, W/m/K
k� effective thermal conductivity, W/m/K
g nucleation parameter
v pore volume correction factor

Subscripts
bp bipolar plate
c compressed
ch channel
p pore
uc uncompressed
v vapor
// in plane
\ through plane
water coming from the adjacent catalyst layer enters the GDL in
liquid phase and flows through the GDL in liquid phase. Assump-
tion #1 of liquid water invasion is also made in [24], but with
the consideration of an additional phenomenon, the possible
evaporation of the liquid within the GDL, see also [1]. In brief, to
the best of our knowledge, no previous study based on PNM has
explicitly considered assumption #2 as central assumption. In con-
trast with the aforementioned studies, the present work is based
on assumption #2, i.e. we explore the situation where water enters
the GDL in vapour phase from the CL.

As we shall see, the occurrence of water in the GDL under
assumption #2 is then due to the condensation of the water
vapour.
Fig. 1. Schematic of the two main situations regarding the phase, liquid or vapour, of the
the GDL in liquid form (in blue), (b) assumption # 2: water enters the GDL in vapour fo
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Modelling the condensation process in a GDL using PNM or
related approaches is not completely a novelty. For instance, one
can cite the qualitative studies reported in [25,26] limited to 2D
simulations and without explicit consideration of the temperature
variations across the GDL, a key aspect, however, for the simulation
of condensation, and our recent paper [1], where a condensation
algorithm was presented and briefly illustrated through a few sim-
ulations in a 2D pore network only. The fact that previous PNM
studies dealing with condensation are scarce and somewhat
skimpy is somewhat surprising since condensation is considered
as an essential process by several authors, e.g. [26–34].

The objective of the present article is therefore to present
and analyse PNM simulations of liquid water formation by
water entering the GDL from the catalyst layer (CL); (a) assumption #1: water enters
rm (blue dashed lines). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure
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Fig. 3. GDL unit cell with one rib and two half channels.
condensation in a GDL under assumption #2. It should be pointed
out that the consideration of the condensation process is inti-
mately related to the consideration of a non-uniform temperature
field across the GDL. This is in contrast with most of previous stud-
ies of GDL based on PNM, where the temperature was in fact more
or less implicitly assumed uniform and constant over the GDL.
Actually, there are clear indications that the average temperature
is greater at the GDL – catalyst layer interface than at the GDL –
bipolar plate interface and greater at the channel – GDL interface
than right below the ribs of bipolar plate, e.g. [28], [32–34]. The
existence of a colder region below the ribs clearly suggests a
possibility of condensation.

In this context, an important aspect will be to explore how the
PNM condensation simulations compared with the in-situ beha-
viours and data obtained experimentally as reported for instance
in [35–37] with the tentative objective of elucidating the mecha-
nisms leading to the occurrence of liquid water in GDL.

The paper is organized as follows. The computational domain
and boundary conditions for the mass transfer problem are
described in Section 2. The heat transfer problem is described in
Section 3. The pore network is presented in Section 4. The pore
network condensation algorithm is presented in Section 5. The
condensation diagram is presented in Section 6. Liquid water
distribution is discussed in Section 7 from a series of PNM
simulations. A short discussion is open in Section 8. A conclusion
is presented in Section 9.
2. GDL unit cell and water transport boundary conditions

2.1. Polarization curve. GDL unit cell

A PEMFC is globally characterized by its polarization curve. For
the present study we adopt the polarization curve depicted in
Fig. 2. It corresponds to the polarization curve presented in [35].

The GDL properties are specified from data obtained within the
framework of IMPALA European project (see acknowledgement
section) or from the literature. They correspond to SGL 24BA. These
properties are specified as best as we can from available data and
then the simulations are run. In other terms, no parameter adjust-
ment is performed. These properties are given below (geometrical
properties) as well as in Sections 3 (throat size distributions), 4
(thermal properties) and 5 (diffusion properties).

The GDL is supposed to be hydrophobic, i.e. the fibrous matrix is
supposed carpeted by PTFE (the contact angle of liquid water on
Fig. 2. The polarization curve used throughout this paper (adapted from [35]).
PTFE is about 110�). As in many previous studies, only a
sub-region of the GDL on the cathode side is considered. This
sub-region is illustrated in Fig. 3 and referred to as a GDL unit cell.
As sketched in Fig. 3, the in-plane transverse size L of the unit cell
in the x-direction is equal to the cumulated widths Lr + Lc of one rib
and one channel. We take representative values, namely
Lr = 0.96 mm and Lc = 0.96 mm leading to L = 1.92 mm. The in plane
size Ly of the considered GDL sub-region in the y direction is
Ly = 2.96 mm. The latter is actually unnecessarily large. Taking
Ly = L would have been sufficient and would have led to the same
results. The GDL is thin. We take for its thickness dc = 120 lm. This
corresponds to the GDL below the rib, which is the compressed
GDL (as indicated by the subscript ‘‘c”). The uncompressed GDL
thickness is duc = 190 lm (using the subscript ‘‘uc” for properties
of the uncompressed region, i.e. below the channel). Different
GDL properties are specified in the region below the rib and in
the regions below the channels so as to take into account the
differential compression of the GDL. For example, the porosity of
the uncompressed GDL (regions below the channels) is euc = 74%.
The porosity of the compressed GDL (region below the rib) is
estimated from the relationship ec ¼ 1� duc

dc
ð1� eucÞ. This gives

ec = 59%.
The channel height is Hch = 0.48 mm. As can be seen, the rib is at

the centre of the GDL outlet. The GDL unit cell inlet corresponds to
the GDL-catalyst layer interface (or the micro porous layer
(MPL) – GDL interface if a MPL is assumed to be present).

2.2. Boundary conditions for the water transport

The relative humidity and gas total pressure at the outlet of unit
cell (z = dc) are input parameters. They are denoted by RHch and Pref
respectively. We take Pref = 1.5 bar. RHch is varied. At the GDL inlet
(z = 0), a water injection flux (mol�m�2�s�1) is imposed.

It is classically expressed as a function of local current density i
as

Q ¼ b
i
2F

ð1Þ

where F is the Faraday’s constant (F = 96485.34 C).
Note again that it is assumed that water is injected in vapour

form and not in liquid form. Actually not all the water produced
at the cathode is transported toward the GDL. A fraction is trans-
ported in direction of the membrane. The coefficient b in Eq. (1)
is the fraction directed toward the cathode GDL. Throughout this
paper, we make the simplifying assumption that this fraction is
independent of i and take b = 0.8.

The boundary conditions for the water transport are summa-
rized in Fig. 4 together with the heat transfer problem.

3. Heat transfer

The temperature field T(x,y,z) within the GDL is a crucial
information for the computation of liquid water formation by



(a)

(b)
Fig. 4. Schematic drawing of studied problem. (a) water transfer problem: a
fraction of the water produced in the catalyst layer is directed toward the cathode
GDL; given relative humidity and total gas pressure are imposed in the channels, (b)
heat transfer problem: a heat flux is applied at the GDL inlet whereas the
temperature Tbp is imposed all over the surface in the x–y plane at the position
z = dc + Hch.

Fig. 5. Example of temperature field (K) computed for Tbp = 80 �C and i = 1 A/cm2
condensation. This field is determined numerically by solving the
steady state heat conduction problem,

r � ðk � rTÞ ¼ 0: ð2Þ
in the domain depicted in Fig. 4(b) using a classical finite volume
technique. Note that this problem is actually solved in two-
dimensions over a cross-section in a x–z plane of the domain shown
in Fig. 4(b). Then the temperatures so computed is distributed over
the pores of the pore network model (see Section 4).

No flux boundary conditions are imposed on the lateral sides of
the domain whereas a uniform temperature T = Tbp is imposed
along the top boundary in Fig. 4(b). Numerical simulations indi-
cated that it is not necessary to take into account explicitly the part
of the bipolar plate above the rib in Fig. 4(b). Owing to the high
thermal conductivity of the bipolar plate, it is sufficient to impose
the temperature Tbp directly at the x–y plane located at the position
z = dc + Hch in Fig. 4(b).

The electrochemical reaction is exothermic. The corresponding
heat production per unit surface area (Wm�2) can be expressed
as, e.g. [34],

U ¼ hlv

2F
� U

� �
i ð3Þ

where hlv is the reaction enthalpy assuming that water forms in
vapour phase (hlv = 242,000 J�mol�1), U the electrical tension. It
can be reasonably assumed that half of the produced heat goes
toward the anode and half toward the cathode GDL. Therefore,
the boundary condition imposed at the GDL inlet for the heat trans-
fer problem is

0:5U ¼ 0:5
hlv

2F
� U

� �
i ¼ �k�?

@T
@z

at z ¼ 0: ð4Þ
where z is a Cartesian coordinate in the through-plane direction
(z = 0 at the GDL inlet); k�? is the GDL effective thermal conductivity
in the through plane direction. The GDL is a highly anisotropic
material owing to the preferential orientation of the fibres in the
in-plane direction with a much higher thermal conductivity in the
plane direction. Also, owing to the differential compression of the
GDL between the rib and channel, the thermal conductivity is
higher under the rib region than under the channel. As representa-
tive values of a dry GDL, e.g. [38], we take k�?uc ¼ 0:25 Wm�1 K�1

(through-plane direction) and k�==uc ¼ 4 Wm�1 K�1 (in-plane direc-
tion) in the regions of the GDL under the channel and
k�?c ¼ 0:25 Wm�1 K�1 (through plane) and k�==uc ¼ 6:64 Wm�1 K�1

in the GDL under the rib. The thermal conductivity in the channel
is kch = 0.027 Wm�1 K�1 (air) whereas the thermal conductivity of
the bipolar plate is kbp = 150 Wm�1 K�1.

An example of temperature field is shown in Fig. 5. This field is
actually obtained with the commercial code Comsol Multiphysics�

used to validate our finite volume computation. As can be seen, the
temperature field is characterized not only by through plane vari-
ations but also by significant in – plane variations. Globally, the
region in the GDL underneath the rib is colder than the region
under the channel. The hottest region in the GDL is at the GDL –
CL interface below the channel whereas the colder spot is in the
middle of the rib along the GDL – rib interface. The temperature
field shown in Fig. 5 is, however, for a spatially uniform isotropic
thermal conductivity ðk�?uc ¼ k�==uc ¼ k�?c ¼ k�==c ¼ k� ¼ 1 Wm�1 K�1Þ.
When the anisotropy of the thermal conductivity is taken into
account the in-plane temperature variations are significantly less
than depicted in Fig. 5.

The order of magnitude of temperature variations depicted in
Fig. 5 is consistent with the values reported in the literature, e.g.
[28], [34]. All other things being equal, the lower is the thermal
conductivity of the GDL, the greater is the temperature variation
across the GDL.

For a given current density i and the values of parameters spec-
ified in this section, the temperature field within the GDL is com-
puted. This field is considered as input data for the pore network
simulation of condensation described in Section 4. Thus it should
be clear that the temperature field is computed in a preprocessing
step prior to the PNM simulation of condensation.
4. Pore network structure

Most of previous works on GDL using PNM have been based on
structured pore networks, typically cubic networks such as the one
depicted in Fig. 6. An exception is the work presented in [10] where
unstructured pore networks were generated using a tessellation
technique. It is also possible to construct an unstructured network
from X-ray tomography images of GDL microstructure as shown in
(which corresponds to0:5U = 2900 W/m2)).
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Fig. 6. Sketch of cubic network used to represent the GDL. The lattice spacing a//
(distance between two neighbor pore) is 80 lm in the plane directions. The GDL is
represented by a 25 � 38 � 4 cubic network.
[39]. The simple cubic network sketched in Fig. 6 is, however, used
for the present work for simplicity. Nevertheless, it should be clear
that the condensation algorithm described in Section 4 can be
implemented on unstructured networks as well. The GDL pore
space is thus represented by a three-dimensional cubic network
of pores interconnected with channels, also referred to as throats.
The pores are cubic bodies corresponding to the nodes of the net-
work whereas the throats are very short ducts of square cross-
section representing the narrower passage between two adjacent
pores. The analysis of images of SGL 24BA reported in [40] indi-
cates that the lattice spacing is different in the in-plane direction
with approximately a// = 80 lm from the lattice spacing in the
through plane direction with approximately a\ = 40 lm. We con-
sider a cubic network with a = 80 lm in both the in-plane and
through plane directions but we take into account the fact that
the real lattice spacing is actually twice as small in the through
plane direction by modifying the transport properties adequately
(for example the through plane thermal conductivity is multiplied
by a factor 2 so as to make the through plane network thermal con-
ductance k?=d identical to the GDL one). Based on the size of the
domain occupied by the GDL in the experiment, this leads to rep-
resent the GDL by a 25 � 38 � 4 pore network (the figures indicate
the number of pores along the directions of the Cartesian grid
shown in Fig. 3). Hence, the GDL unit cell has 4 pores in the
through-plane direction.

The throat and pore sizes are specified as follows: Because of
the GDL anisotropic fibrous structure throats are narrower by
about a factor 2 in the in-plane directions compared to the through
plane direction [40]. To reflect this anisotropy, the through plane
throat sizes are randomly distributed according to a uniform distri-
bution of mean �dt?c ¼ 43 lm, in the range [dt\min,c � dt\max,c] with
dt?min;c ¼ 32 lm dt?max;c ¼ 54 lm whereas the in plane throat sizes
are randomly distributed according to a uniform distribution of
mean �dt==c ¼ 21:5 lm in the range [dt//min,c � dt//max,c] with
dt//min,c = 16 lm and dt//max,c = 27 lm. It is further assumed that
these data corresponds to the compressed GDL (regions under
the ribs). The GDL is supposed not compressed below the channel
considering that this can be taken into account by assuming that
the throat size in the through plane direction are not significantly
modified whereas the throat sizes in the in-plane directions are
larger on average in the uncompressed regions by a factorffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
duc=dc

p ¼ 1:14.
The throats are volumeless. Thus all the pore volume is in the

nodes. The throat sizes are first distributed as indicated above
depending on the location of the throat (compressed or uncom-
pressed regions) and orientation of the throat (through plane or
in plane).The volume of a pore is first simply computed from
adjacent throat sizes as Vp = (max(dt))3 where max(dt) is the size
of the largest throat to which the pore is connected. Then the pore
volumes are corrected, i.e. multiplied by a correction factor, so as to
obtain the desired porosity in the considered region (euc = 74% in
the uncompressed regions, ec = 59% in the compressed regions).
The correction is as follows.The total pore volume is
Vpcomp ¼ Pnpc

i¼1Vpi in the compressed region (where there are npc
pores). The real pore volume is Vpcomp,exp = ecVcomp where Vcomp is
the volume of the region defined as the compressed GDL.
Vcomp = rib surface area � dc. This allows introducing a correction

factor defined as v ¼ Vpcomp; exp
Vpcomp

, which is applied to each pore of the

considered compressed region, Vpinew = vVpi.In this way, the poros-
ity in the network has the desired value. A similar procedure is
applied to the uncompressed regions (where e = euc = 74%).

5. Pore network model of condensation (and evaporation)

Two main steps must be distinguished to simulate the vapour
condensation process in the network: the nucleation step and the
growth step.

5.1. Nucleation step

The objective of the nucleation step is to determine points in
the network where the condensation is likely to start. The proce-
dure begins by determining the vapour partial pressure field in
the network assuming no condensation. To this end, we solved
the diffusion problem governing the vapour transport within the
network. The transport of water vapour in the GDL is modelled
using Fick’s law. Expressed in terms of computation on a pore net-
work, the vapour diffusion flux between two nodes (pores) i and j
of network is therefore expressed as

NA ¼ gijðxv;j � xv;iÞ ð5Þ
where xv is the mole fraction of water vapour and gij is the diffusive
conductivity of the throat connecting the two pores. Traditionally,
e.g. [7], gij is expressed as a function of the throat cross section area

(i.e. d2
t;ij for a throat of square cross-section), which means that gij

varies (randomly) from one throat to the other. Here we proceed
differently following the concepts of the so-called mixed pore net-
work presented in [41]. The local conductance does not vary ran-
domly anymore and is expressed as indicated in Table 1. In

Table 1, c is the mole concentration of the gas phase: c � Pref
RTbp

where

R is the ideal gas constant. Note that the total pressure is supposed
uniform and constant over the computational domain and equal to
Pref.

Table 1 Expression of throat diffusive conductivity in the vari-
ous regions of GDL; a// = 80 lm; a\ = 40 lm.
Region
 direction
Compressed
 Through-plane
 g?c ¼ c
a2
==

a?
D�
?c
Compressed
 In-plane
 g==c ¼ ca?D�
==c
Uncompressed
 Through-plane
 g?unc ¼ ca2==
D�
?uc
a?

dc
duc
Uncompressed
 In-plane
 g==unc ¼ ca? duc
dc
D�
==uc
Coefficients D�
?c , D

�
==c , D

�
?uc , D

�
==uc in Table 1 are the GDL effective dif-

fusion coefficients in the through-plane direction (subscript ‘‘\”)
and in the in-plane direction (subscript ‘‘//”) for the GDL com-
pressed region and uncompressed region. Hence, an advantage of
the mixed pore network formulation is to directly express the local
conductance as a function of the medium effective transport
properties. We takeD�

?c=D ¼ 0:25, where D is the binary diffusion
coefficient. In spite of narrower passages in the in-plane directions,
the effective diffusion coefficient in this direction is greater
than the effective diffusion coefficient in the through plane



Table 1
Parameters of the reference simulation.

k�?uc Wm�1 K�1 k�?c Wm�1 K�1 k�==uc Wm�1 K�1 k�==c Wm�1 K�1 D�
?uc
D

D�
?c
D

D�
==uc

D
D�
==c

D
i A/cm2 RHch% Tbp�C g

0.25 0.25 4. 6.64 0.25 0.25 0.5 0.5 1.5 90 80 1
direction by at least about a factor 2, e.g. [38], [42], because of a
reduced tortuosity effect. Thus, D�

==c=D ¼ 0:5. Assuming no signifi-
cant change in the tortuosity in the through plane direction
between the compressed region and the uncompressed one, we
take D�

?uc /D = D�
?c=D ¼ 0:25. It is assumed that the in-plane

coefficient is slightly greater in the uncompressed region with
D�

==uc ¼ 0:7D.
With the local conductivity defined as specified in Table 1, the

pore network effective diffusion coefficients are of course D�
?c ,

D�
==c , D

�
?unc , D

�
==unc .

The species conservation equation at each network node is
expressed as:

Xn
j¼1

gijðxv;j � xv;iÞ ¼ 0: ð6Þ

where n is the number of neighbors to considered pore i; n = 6 for
the cubic network depicted in Fig. 6.

Boundary conditions must be specified in order to solve numer-
ically the system given by Eq. (6). As illustrated in Fig. 4 and also in
Fig. 7, the relative humidity RH is imposed in the channel taking as
reference saturation vapour partial pressure pvs at Tbp, i.e. at the
temperature of the coldest region in the channel. The vapour par-
tial pressure imposed along the GDL - channel interface is therefore
pv = RHch pvs(Tbp). Thus xvch ¼ RHch pvsðTbpÞ=Pref at this interface. A
zero flux condition is imposed at the rib – GDL interface while spa-
tially periodic boundary conditions are imposed on the lateral
sides of the computational domain. At the GDL inlet (catalyst layer
or MPL – GDL interface), the vapour flux is imposed using Eq. (1)
assuming a uniform distribution of the current density at the
GDL inlet. Hence, the flux given by Eq. (1) is distributed over the
GDL inlet proportionally to each inlet throat cross section surface
area.

The numerical solution of Eq. (6) with the associated boundary
conditions gives xv at each node of network, and therefore the
vapour partial pressure at each node of network: pvi,j,k = xvi,j,kPref.
We then compute the local relative humidity at each node of net-
work as RHi,j,k = pvi,j,k/pvs(T(i, j, k)).

No condensation occurs when RHi,j,k < 1 in each node of net-
work, which means that all the water coming from the catalyst
layer can be transported in vapour phase across the GDL. Conden-
sation is assumed to occur when RHi,j,k > g at least at one node in
the network. For most of the simulations presented later in the
paper, we have taken g = 1. Thus no supersaturation is assumed.
It often happens that the condensation criterion is met not in a
single node but at several nodes in the network. Under these cir-
cumstances, several options are certainly possible. We decide to
proceed step by step considering first only one first condensation
Fig. 7. Sketch of nucleation step. Sketch of two nucleation pores (in blue) under the
rib. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
node, the one corresponding to max (RHi,j,k, RHi,j,k > g). At this node,
we imposeRHi,j,k = 1, or more exactly the mole fraction xv corre-
sponding to RHi,j,k = 1. We solve again the problem expressed by
Eq. (6) taking into account the new boundary condition RHi,j,k = 1
at the first condensation node. This gives a new field RHi,j,k and
we check whether there are new nodes such that RHi,j,k > g. If yes
this procedure is repeated until all the condensation nodes are
identified.

This gives the initial distribution of liquid nodes for the growth
step. The nucleation step is schematically illustrated in Fig. 7

5.2. Liquid cluster growth algorithm

For simplicity, each liquid node identified at the end of nucle-
ation step is assumed fully saturated by liquid. Another option
would be to first compute the condensation – evaporation rate
and to determine the filling time of each initial liquid pores. Test-
ing this option is left for a future work. If two of such liquid nodes
are first neighbours, they belong to the same cluster. Thus, a first
step consists in identifying all the liquid clusters formed at the
end of nucleation step, where a cluster is defined as a group of con-
nected liquid pores. Starting from this initial distribution of liquid
clusters, the growth step is performed using the following
algorithm:

(1) Determine and label the different water clusters. If two
pores – totally or partially saturated in liquid water – are
adjacent, they belong to the same cluster.

(2) Compute the vapour molar fraction field xv from the solution
of the system represented by Eq. (6). In each liquid pore (of
coordinates xi,yi,zi) in contact with a gas node, the local
saturation pressure is imposed. Hence xv = pvs/Pref, where
pvs = pvs(T(xi, yi, zi)). The boundary conditions on the sides
of computational domain are the same as the ones presented
in Section 5.1.

(3) If the vapour partial pressure computed in step 2 is greater
than the local vapour saturation pressure in some gaseous
pores, then identify the pore among those pores correspond-
ing to max(RHi,j,k, RHi,j,k > g) and impose xv = pvs(T(xi, yi, zi))/
Pref in the corresponding pore.

(4) Go back to #2 and repeat steps #2 and #3 until there is no
gaseous pore anymore such that RHi,j,k > g.

(5) Compute the molar condensation rate Fk at the boundary of
each liquid cluster. This is performed from the computation
of the vapour molar fraction field xv within the pores occu-
pied by the gas phase in a manner similar to the computa-
tion of cluster evaporation flux in drying simulations, e.g.
[43].

(6) Apply the invasion percolation rule, i.e. [44], at each cluster,
i.e. determine the throat of larger diameter along the bound-
ary of each liquid cluster.

(7) Compute the invasion time tk of each cluster k, i.e. the time
required to fully invade the pore adjacent to the throat
determined in #6: tk = c‘Vadk/Fk, where Vadk is the volume
remaining to invade in the considered pore, c‘ is the mole
concentration of liquid water.

(8) Compute the time step dt = min(tk).
(9) Fully invade the pore corresponding to dt and update the

volume of liquid in the invaded pore in the other clusters.



Fig. 8. Illustration that the computed liquid water distribution corresponds to a
steady state where the evaporation rate at the boundary of each liquid cluster
exactly compensates the condensation rate.

Fig. 10. Condensation diagram obtained for the polarization curve depicted in Fig. 2
and Tbp = 80 �C and Pref = 1.5 bar. The water produced in the catalyst layer can be
entirely transferred in vapour phase through a fully dry GDL for the operating
points located below the curve. Liquid water formation occurs in the GDL for the
operating points located above the curve.
(10) Go back to #1 and repeat the different steps 1–9 until a
steady-state solution is reached.

It should be clear that both evaporation and condensation occur
during the growth of a liquid cluster as well as when the steady-
state is reached. The steady – state is actually reached when the
evaporation rate exactly balances the condensation rate at the
boundary of each liquid cluster within the numerical accuracy of
our model. This is sketched in Fig. 8.

6. Condensation diagram

6.1. Localization and occurrence of first condensation spots

According to the algorithm presented in Section 5, condensation
occurs when RHi,j,k > g somewhere in the network. To get insight
into the most likely place of first condensation, one can look at
the distribution of RH within the network computed assuming no
liquid in the network: RH(x, y, z) = xv(x, y, z)Pref/pvs(T(x, y, z)). For
the boundary conditions considered in the present article, an
example of computed local relative humidity distribution is
depicted in Fig. 9

As can be seen from Fig. 9, the most likely place of incipient
condensation is in the region of GDL located below the rib. A
noticeable feature is that the local relative humidity is quite high
not only right below the rib but all over the thickness of the GDL
below the rib consistently with the temperature field depicted in
Fig. 5 showing that all the region below the rib is colder.

6.2. Condensation phase diagram

Another interesting aspect lies in the range of parameters lead-
ing to possible condensation. In our model, there are four opera-
tional parameters: the current density i, the operating total gas
pressure Pref, the operating temperature Tbp and the relative
humidity in the channel RHch. Solving the vapour diffusion problem
in the GDL using the pore network model and varying RHch and i for
given temperature and pressure (we take Pref = 1.5 bar and
Tbp = 80 �C throughout this paper) led to the condensation diagram
depicted in Fig. 10. To construct the diagram we impose a current
density and progressively increase RHch starting from a relatively
low value, computing the vapour partial pressure field in the
network for each considered pair (i, RHch). The procedure is
stopped when the PN computation of vapour partial pressure field
in the network indicated the presence of a first condensation spot
(RH(x,y,z)P 1 in one pore within the GDL). This corresponds to the
0.95
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Fig. 9. Example of local relative humidity distribution in a x–z plane cross section of
the network in the absence of condensation. This field was computed for i = 1 A/
cm2, Tbp = 80 �C and RHch = 50%. Note that the through-plane scale is dilated for
clarity. The GDL appears much thicker than it is actually.
determination of one point of the curve shown in Fig. 10. The pro-
cedure is then repeated varying i so as to obtain the complete
curve.

This diagram specifies the operating conditions for which con-
densation must occur, i.e. it is not possible to transfer all the water
produced in the catalyst layer by diffusion in vapour phase across a
dry GDL network when i and RHch correspond to a point located in
the condensation region of the diagram. Conversely, as pointed out
for instance in [31], it is possible to transfer all the water produced
in vapour phase without liquid formation in the GDL for the points
of the diagram located below the dotted black line in Fig. 10.

The condensation diagram depicted in Fig. 10 is in qualitative
agreement with the results reported in [37] from in-situ liquid
water distribution visualizations obtained using neutron radiogra-
phy. As shown in [37], no liquid water was detected in the cathode
GDL for sufficiently low relative humidity and/or current density.
However, the results reported in [37] also indicate that the
condensation occurrence depends not only on the channel relative
humidity on the cathode side but also on the relative humidity in
the channel on the anode side. In the present model, such an effect
could be taken into account by modifying the coefficient b in
Eq. (1) with the relative humidity on the anode side (the greater
the relative humidity on the anode side, the greater b). Naturally,
a more satisfactory solution would be to develop a modelling fully
coupling the anode side and the cathode side.
7. Liquid water distribution

In this section, we discuss the phase distribution obtained in the
GDL using the condensation PNM. The objective is also to compare
the simulations to various experimental results reported in the lit-
erature. To facilitate the discussion, Table 1 summarizes the values
of GDL parameters specified in the previous sections and defines a
reference case (i = 1.5 A/cm2, RHch = 90%). The liquid water distri-
bution is discussed from 3D images of distribution, as exemplified
in Fig. 11, through plane and transverse liquid water saturation
profiles. For a given layer of pores in the in plane directions (i.e.
in a x–y plane), the through plane saturation is defined as the
fraction of the pore volume in this layer occupied by liquid water.
Similarly, for a given layer of pores in a y–z plane (see Fig. 3), the



Fig. 11. Two images of the liquid water (in blue) distribution in the GDL for the
reference case (i = 1.5 A/cm2, RHch = 90%). The red dashed lines materialize the
position of the rib. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
transverse saturation is defined as the fraction of the pore volume
in this layer occupied by liquid water. The transverse saturation
profile provides information on how the liquid water is distributed
between the region of the GDL under the rib and the regions under
the channels whereas the through plane saturation profile indi-
cates how the liquid is distributed over the GDL thickness.
7.1. Separation rib-channel

Fig. 11 shows the phase distribution in the GDL obtained for the
reference case. As we shall see, this distribution is representative of
other conditions in current density and channel relative humidity.
RHch = 60%                 RHch = 70%        
Fig. 12. Impact of channel relative humidity. 3D images of phase distributions. (liquid w
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referre

(a) Through plane
Fig. 13. Impact of relative humidity: (a) through plane
The striking feature in Fig. 11 is the net separation between the
rib region and the channel region. The region of the GDL below the
channels is dry whereas the liquid water content in the region
below the rib is quite high. Quite interestingly, this strong separa-
tion effect is also seen in several previous works using neutron
radiography to image in situ the liquid water distribution in a
GDL, e.g. [36,38,45,46]. This is interpreted as a strong indication
in favour of the condensation scenario (assumption #2) considered
in the present article. In other terms, the liquid–vapour phase
change phenomena are central here to explain the observed
separation.
7.2. Impact of channel relative humidity

Figs. 12 and 13 show the impact of the channel relative humid-
ity. As in the experiments, e.g. [35], the greater is the relative
humidity, the greater is the amount of liquid water in the GDL.

As can be seen from Fig. 12 and Fig. 13(b), liquid water is con-
centrated in the region of the GDL located under the rib. The liquid
water region simply tends to spread laterally as RHch is increased.
The variation of the through plane saturation profile with RHch

reported in Fig. 13(a) is in qualitative agreement with the results
reported in [35].
            RHch = 80%               RHch = 90% 
ater in blue). The red dashed lines materialize the position of the rib. i = 1.5 A/cm2.
d to the web version of this article.)

(b) In plane
saturation profile, (b) in plane saturation profile.



As in [35] we can observe a change in the shape of the through-
plane saturation profile, from monotonically varying for a suffi-
ciently low relative humidity to concave as the relative humidity
is increased. However, the shape of the monotonic profiles is some-
what different, the saturation is greater on the rib-channel side in
the PNM simulations whereas the opposite in observed in [35] (see
Fig. 7 in this reference).

7.3. Impact of current density

The impact of current density is illustrated in Figs. 14 and 15.
The change in the through-plane saturation profile (Fig. 15a) is
again qualitatively similar to the results reported in [35] (see
Fig. 9 in this reference), where however a lower temperature was
considered (60 �C instead of 80 �C in the PNM simulations). One
observes a change from a monotonic profile to a concave one as
the current density is increased. Similarly as for the impact of
the current density Section 7.2), the region where liquid water is
present is the region under the rib and its lateral extent increases
with the current density (as illustrated in Figs. 14 and 15(b)).

7.4. Impact of nucleation parameter

As shown in Figs. 16 and 17, the nucleation parameter g has an
interesting impact. First, it affects the shape of both the through
plane and in plane saturation profiles. This is illustrated in
0.4 A/cm2 0.8 A/cm2

Fig. 14. Impact of current density. 3D images of phase distributions (liquid water in
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to

(a)                                       
Fig. 15. Impact of current density: (a) through plane
Fig. 17. Note in particular in Fig. 17(a) that the saturation on the
rib – channel side becomes lower that the saturation at the GDL
inlet (i.e. at the GDL – catalyst layer interface) when the nucleation
parameter is increased whereas the opposite is observed for g = 1.
Interestingly a saturation lower on the rib-channel side than at the
GDL inlet is also observed in certain saturation profiles reported in
[35].

As depicted in Fig. 17(b), the liquid water remains mostly con-
fined in the region of the GDL below the rib but tends to invade
a bit the region under the channel as this parameter is increased.

This is further illustrated in Fig. 16, which interestingly shows
that the liquid water occupancy within the region below the rib
tends to become sparser as g is increased. However, it must be
noted that modifying the nucleation parameter does not change
the main features of predicted liquid water distribution, i.e. the
separation effect and as regards the impact of current density
and relative humidity discussed previously.
8. Discussion

Compared with previous works on liquid water formation based
on PNM, the condensation PNM simulations can be considered as
much more consistent with the available experimental data on liq-
uid water distributions in GDLs. Yet the model could be improved.
The temperature field computation could be improved by taking
1.2 A/cm2 1.5 A/cm2

blue). The red dashed lines materialize the position of the rib. RHch = 90%. (For
the web version of this article.)

                                    (b) 
saturation profile, (b) in plane saturation profile.



Fig. 16. Impact of nucleation parameter. Images of the distribution of the liquid water (in blue) in the GDL for the reference case (g = 1) and for g = 1.05 and g = 1.1; i = 1.5 A/
cm2, RHch = 90%. The red dashed lines materialize the position of the rib. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)

(a) (b) 
Fig. 17. Impact of nucleation parameter: (a) through plane saturation profile, (b) in plane saturation profile. i = 1.5 A/cm2, RHch = 90%.
into account the impact of liquid water on thermal conductivity
and the consideration of the latent heat transfer.

Since the gas mixture on the cathode side is made of air, oxygen
and water vapour, the modelling of the diffusion transport could be
improved by fully considering the gas phase as a ternary mixture.
The oxygen transport does not play any role in the model consid-
ered in the present paper. This is so because we consider the cur-
rent density distribution at the GDL inlet as an input data. Note
in passing that the current density was spatially uniform at the
GDL inlet in our simulations. However, tests with non-uniform dis-
tributions (lower at the entrance of rib region and greater at the
entrance of channel regions as well as conversely) did not lead to
significantly different results from those reported in the present
paper. A more satisfactory solution would be to develop a mod-
elling coupling the transfers in the GDL with the transfers in the
catalyst layer (and the MPL). In such a model, the current density
distribution would be an output of the model and not an input.
Furthermore, this would enable one to predict the impact of liquid
water formation on the fuel cell performance, i.e. the polarization
curve. Work in this direction in progress. The model presented
and discussed in the present paper is nevertheless a key element
for such a significantly more involved modelling.

9. Conclusion

Condensation in a GDL unit cell was simulated using a conden-
sation pore network model (PNM). The liquid – gas distribution in
the GDL resulting from the condensation process was found to be
markedly different from the distribution typically reported in most
of previous PNM studies on two-phase flow in GDL assuming that
the occurrence of water in the GDL results from the capillary con-
trolled invasion in liquid phase from the adjacent MPL or catalyst
layer.

The trends obtained with the condensation PNM are in quite
good agreement with several experimental observations reported
in the literature such as the impact of current density and channel
relative humidity on the through plane saturation profiles. Also the
simulations are in quite good agreement with the experimental
observations indicating a strong separation of the water content
under the ribs and under the channels. In our simulations as well
liquid water gathers preferentially under the rib.

Our simulations confirm that water produced in the catalyst
layer can be transferred through a perfectly dry GDL for a suffi-
ciently low current density and/or a sufficiently low relative
humidity in the channel. By contrast, liquid water forms in the
GDL as the results of the condensation of the water vapour for a
sufficiently high channel relative humidity and/or a sufficiently
large current density. As illustrated in this paper, this can be sum-
marized via the concept of condensation diagram.

A major outcome is also that the water transfer is strongly cou-
pled to the heat transfer since the temperature variations within
the GDL are a crucial aspect for the computation of the condensa-
tion process. The fact that condensation is a major process explain-
ing the formation of water in GDL can now be considered as firmly



established, at least for an operating temperature of 80 �C. Further
works are needed to study the mechanisms of water formation in
GDL for lower temperatures.

In summary, we believe that the proposed model opens up new
perspectives for understanding the water transfers in protons
exchange membrane fuel cells and the associated water manage-
ment and aging issues as well as for designing more efficient GDLs.
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